In response to concerns about climate change, energy security and social equity, governments around the world are developing plans to dramatically reduce energy demand and carbon dioxide emissions, or in the case of emerging economies to develop in less energy intensive ways. This transformation will require a raft of technology and policy interventions that, to be truly effective, will require comprehensive empirical evaluation.

This project will specifically seek to support decision-makers and investors in their efforts to transform to a low carbon and energy efficient building stock by focusing on developing best practice methods for collecting, accessing, analyzing and developing models with empirical data of energy demand in buildings and communities.

**PROJECT OBJECTIVES**

1. Evaluating the scope for using real building energy use data at scale to inform policy making and to support industry in the development of low energy and low carbon solutions,
2. Establishing best practice in the methods used to collect and analyze data related to real building energy use, including building and occupant data, and
3. Comparing across the national approaches to developing building stock data sets, building stock models, and to addressing the energy performance gap in order to identify lessons that can be learned and shared.
Building energy epidemiology is the study of energy demand to improve the understanding of variations and causes of differences within an energy-consuming population. It considers the complex interactions between the physical and engineered systems, socio-economic conditions, and individual interactions and practices of occupants.

The results will facilitate the use of empirical data in undertaking international energy performance comparisons, policy review exercises, national stock modelling and technology and product market assessments and impact analyses. The deliverables will promote the importance and best practices for collecting and reporting energy and building stock data.

The planned deliverables from this project are:
- a registry on national building stock surveys and models (with actual data if available), and
- a series of best practice and information reports on international data, models and methods.

The project beneficiaries will be:
- the building research community and associated specialists,
- policy and decision makers involved in developing standards and building performance evaluation,
- building owners, operators and constructors and particularly energy service companies (ESCOs), and
- educational and research institutions.
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